Kennedy to work behind scenes in support of Senator McCarthy
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Kennedy would eventually decline to do. In any case Kennedy will now probably back McCarthy with the feeling that together they may be able to stop Johnson. Since Kennedy has great standing among supporters of the primaries and professionals, he may hope for a shift to him at the convention, himself playing the role of convention broker. The location of the gathering is a unique election period which calls for courageous action. So far McCarthy, not Kennedy, has taken such action.

To Wisconsin

This last month has made each one of us pause and reflect on our own positions and actions. As for me, I have become a little tired of my aggravation every time I read the morning papers and my not doing anything about it. Because of a very fortunate opportunity presented to me, I am going to begin to travel with the McCarthy party in the primaries, starting in Wisconsin and hoping fully going all the way through to California.

If this year may be it will be a unique job as a staff person. Because of this activity, the frequency of this column may be limited, though I hope to be able to send the rest of the primaries and McCarthy's campaign.

By Randy Hawthorne.

Jeremy and the Satyrs

Jeremy and the Satyrs have finally come out with an album at last (Jeremy & the Satyrs, Reprise: RSC 6288) giving many their first opportunity to hear the group which is considered one of the best by their fellow musicians. Jeremy and the Satyrs' unique, an interesting extension of rock yet it has remained its association with these people and survived as basically rock. Whatever Jeremy did was to take a musical presentation of Benjamin Lee's Second Piano Concerto. Lisakind will be on the podium Friday at 6:30 and Saturday at 8:30 in Symphony Hall.

Bishop James A. Pike and Rev. Harvey Oss, Jr. will discuss "Death or Life? One World or a Time?" at the Harvard Law School Forum Friday night. Tickets are $1 for the discussion at 8:30 in Sanders Theatre.

Around the town this weekend: Taj Mahal is at the Union, Barbolomew & Oglethorpe are at the Inner誦, the Dust & the Fallen Angel, the San Luis Chicago Blues Band (Duck Door at Grill) and the Heavy Burn Quartet is at Alexander's. The Gene Krupa Union is at the Boston Tea Party, the All Night workers are at the Cable Car, the Dynamics are at the Outside-in, Eden's Children are at the Psychodelia Supermarket, Percy Sledge is at the Sugar Shack, and The Proposition still lives over in Cambridge.

Tonight is Symphony Hall. Lou Rawls will do his thing. The concert is at 8:30 and tickets are $10.00 to $20.00. Diana Ross and the Supremes will be at the Boston Arena Saturday for concerts at 7 and 11. Tickets are $4.50 and $3.50. The Boston Pops will be at the State House Sunday at 4 and 7:30 at the State House. Tickets are $8, $6, and $4.

This weekend at the Boston Symphony, Gary Graffman will be the soloist in the Mendelssohn Fantasia.ขอให้ท่านเลือกความท้าทายเพื่อถึง ท่านจะสามารถทำให้เกิดความรู้สึกที่ดีได้.
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